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KCC NEWS
TRASHER CONTACT DETAILS

PUB PADDLES

If you have anything for the Trasher, please email to kcc.trasher@gmail.com, or post to KCC Trasher, 34 Elder Way, Oxford
OX4 7GB. All contributions greatly appreciated!

PUB PADDLES IS OUT. GO BUY!!
£19.95 Pete Knowles Rivers Publishing (www.riverspublishing.co.uk
Available from Amazon or through your local bookshop
(ISBN 978 0 9550614 1 7)

KCC ONLINE
Don’t forget the numerous online resources to keep in touch
with KCC:
Web Site www.kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk
Diary
www.google.com/calendar/embed?src=kcc.
secretary@gmail.com
Twitter
KingfisherCC
Facebook facebook.com/group.php?gid=2351138693
Simon Knox, kcc.secretary@gmail.com

TONY’S DART TRIP
Dates for the ever-excellent trip to the Dart have now been
confirmed as 15th–17th October. Hopefully we’ll get some
rain this year, but either way it’s worth it for the breakfasts
alone!
Contact Tony Wilkins, 01235 522489

FRED’S SCOTLAND TRIP
Also confirmed are dates for this year’s trip to Scotland: 23rd–
30th October.
Contact Fred Wondre, F.Wondre1@physics.ox.ac.uk

GENE17 WEEKEND
Last but not least on the list of ‘confirmed dates’ are that of
the Gene17 Adventure Paddlers’ Weekend: 3rd–5th December.
http://gene17.com

LOST CANOE
A local resident contacted us recently and asked us to pass
the message on:
I live in Abingdon and had my canoe stolen a week ago. I
was wondering if you could pass this message on to your
members in case anyone has seen it. I live right next to the
Ock and so it could have been thrown in.
3 man Canadian Canoe, yellow, named “Canoodle 2”, fibreglass with wooden seats.
Any information, please contact Stuart Bonthron, stuart.
bonthron@googlemail.com
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At last it`s out! About four years ago the word was out that
Pete Knowles, the Alps and Nepal guide book writer and one
of the original legends of adventure kayakiing all over the
world was putting together a collection of family friendly
kayak and canoe trips. Chris Wheeler was writing a couple of
sections on the Wolvercote Circuit and the Goring Gap, flat
water paddles that he and Julia used to do together. He suggested that I write a section on Swift Ditch. Having spoken
to Pete he met myself and Andy Newell one day down the
club and we went off to paddle the Ditch. Pete was suitably
impressed by this “mini Amazonian adventure” and asked me
to write up a description which I submitted. The next stage
was to get some good quality photographs so one sunny autumn sunday morning a small party set off for a photo shoot
with Iain Shields as photographer. The party consisted of myself Ashley Mead,Iain and Nikki Shields, Seth Townley and Joe
Callard, Chyavan Rees and Harry Quigley from Pathfinders.
The result is eight pages of writeup, maps and photos of your
local heroes on their home patch! There`s even a picture of
Abingdon on the front cover.
There`s plenty of other local interest too. In addition to
Chris`sections on the Wolvercote Circuit and The Goring Gap
illustrated by his own superb photographs, there are sections on The Cherwell (Peter Hennessy), Henley (Craig Hill)
and Marlow to Maidenhead (James Farquharson).
There are twenty seven trips in total from all over the South.
In addition to the descriptions, how to do it information and
full colour photographs, there are historic illustrations, local
history information as well as suggestions for tea shopping,
pubbing and other ways to entertain yourself in the locality.
This is a book that will appeal to anyone who enjoys exploring on or near water be they addicted river rat or casual summertime explorer.
In view of the tragic events of last November, Peter has dedicated the book to Chris that the book, and there is an illustrated tribute to him at the beginning of the book. Another
example of how Chris` enthusiasm and contribution lives
on.
Get it through Amazon.
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THE SURMANATOR MEETS THE
BIG THREE!!
So there I was a dudin` along at the St Clement get out on
the Durance when I spied another old timer. It`s Pete Knowles of Big Expeditions, Whitewater Nepal,North Alps and
South Alps Guide Books and finally our very own Pub Paddles fame.
We get talking, he`s in the Alps to hang out and update the
guide. He then introduces me to an elderly rather stooped
figure who is Whit Deschner, who as kayakers of my generation will know, is one of the great American kayaking legends
(go google him for more details).
He then beckons over another ageing gentleman with a
beard who is on the river. This is John Wild, leader of the 1980
Australian Sun Kosi Bote Kosi expedition which was made
into a film Sun Kosi River of Gold. I remember seeing it when
I was first getting into kayaking, it featured a long haired,
bearded John Wild being vertically pinned I remember.
It was a weird experience meeting these three, all early pioneers of expedition boating, all in one place and thirty years
on still getting out there on the water.
There`s hope for me yet!!

Unfortunately Hurley is now shut but much fun was had
their over the last few months. I even won ‘best novice’ at the
Thames Vally Freestylers 3rd birthday event. This was particularly funny as I have been paddling at Hurley for longer than
some of the other competitor have been alive! Oh well is just
goes to show that one can be a perpetual novice! And on the
way home as I drove through Nettlebed there was a crowd
of people on their way to see Elvis in the village hall (he gets
everywhere. I had a bet with Neil that someone would mention Elvis for the third Trasher in a row).
We had a fantastic Watersports day with a total of 94 people taking part (39 under 18) and they all enjoyed the activities and the sunshine (what fantastic weather it was). We had
loads of people wanting to paddle and took out 63 in open
canoes and 43 kayaking. Thanks to everyone who helped out
with everything from cutting the grass to registration and
coaching. This was excellent PR for all the clubs.We have also
had the annual Blastathon with record attendees (see later
article) including competitors from as far a field as Swindon
and Essex, plus load of Riverside juniors. It is great to have the
opportunity to mix with folk from other clubs, and it does
bring us more new members.
Enjoy the rest of the summers paddling home or abroad…
Louise

CHAIRMAN’S RAMBLINGS (notes
IN YOUR
from Louise)
It has been great to see Wednesday evening paddling in TRASHER…
full swing. The wiers have been open attracting the usual
mixture of coloured plastic, plus the occasional large open
canoe. The beginners course have just finished on Tuesday
and Thursday nights and a lot of fun has been had by all.
Everyone is now ready for the end of course 1 star test and
BBQ. Others have been working toward taking their 2 star
assessment at the end of June, and Craig has passed his Paddlepower Passport. Several folk have been working towards
the new UKCC coaching qualifications: congratulations to Allen Stacey who is now a UKCC Level 2 coach.

NEXT

EXCITING

A BRAND NEW EXCLUSIVE FROM THE SURMANATOR!!
ALPINISSIMO.
Report on our heroes jolly adventures in two countries and
three river valleys. Val Sesia, Durance and Verdon!! Logistics
that make the World Cup logistics look like a buncha amateurs. Who had a layover at Busto Arsizio? Who carries his
bread like a Frenchman? Who is the youngest person to hike
into the Verdon Gorge?
Go GRAB your Vuvuezela, PAY your membership and be sure
of your copy WHILST STOCKS LAST!!

KCC DIARY
July

9 Fri
Aunt Sally evening, The Fox, Steventon, 19:00
22 Thu Improvers’ Course, Wilsham Road, 18:00
August
4 Wed Monthly meeting, The Fox, Steventon, 20:30
5 Thu Improvers’ Course, Wilsham Road, 18:00
12 Thu Improvers’ Course, Wilsham Road, 18:00
19 Thu Improvers’ Course, Wilsham Road, 18:00
26 Thu Improvers’ Course, Wilsham Road, 18:00
September
1 Wed Monthly meeting, The Fox, Steventon, 20:30
TRASHER MARCH–JUNE 2010

October
15–17 Fri–Sun Tony’s Dart Trip
23–30 Sat–Sat Fred’s Scotland Trip

Weekly

Every Wednesday
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 18:00
Every Sunday (check with Neil Murton/Louise Royle first)
Club Paddling, Wilsham Road, 09:30
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Television rights had
been negotiated for the first
ever screening of Abingdon International Blastathon and then along
comes FIFA who arrange the England V USA game on the night.

Decisions were no less controversial as the final scores came up with
some “interesting” results which
gave Simon Knox the most number
of points despite Richard Morley
pulling off some spectacular moves.
Further controversy ensued when
score sheets were examined to discover that points had been awarded
for loops to many competitors.Even
Alistair in an open boat had been
awarded loop points!!
As if to add to the subterfuge
and conspiracy theories, some of
the results sheets were taken away
by competitors and the remainder
seem to have gone missing!! Ah
well!!
Joe Callard and Harry Quigley,
in his last hours of under eighteenness, represented Pathfinders with a good representation
from Riverside. Joe strutted his
stuff and cleaned up the Under
18 category.
This year we decided that in addition to the normal tack prizes it
would be good to inaugurate a
Chris Wheeler Memorial Trophy.
Chris was a great supporter of the
Blastathon, once coming straight
from the airport after a holiday with
Julia to be there. Although an exceptionally able paddler, never entered
competitions except for the Blastathon as he approved of it`s laid back
nature. We felt therefore that it was
an appropriate way to honour his
memory. We think he would have
approved.
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STOP
PRESS!
Stolen Blastathon results
recovered! Full results
later on…
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SOLOMON
ISLANDS

by Fred Wondre
paddled with Neil Murton

London had been dusted
with a thin cover of snow, now

after a brief stay in Brisbane we were
paddling the South Pacific waters of
the Marovo lagoon in the Solomon
Islands. The kayaks slid between and
along islands. Jungle reached right
down to the edge of the ocean. Mangroves and palm trees hid the occasional small, sandy beach. It was hot,
over 30C and the humidity was high,
any breeze was welcome. Strange
swirls rippled on the surface of the
water where tidal streams surged between the islands over an uneven sea
floor. Slowly the water changed from
the deep greyish blue to a clear yellow as we passed over a sand bar. The
ripples of the sand mirrored those of
the sparkling surface. The water was
only 6 foot deep. A shark casually
cruised past.
TRASHER MARCH–JUNE 2010

Uepi resort was our starting point
and they provided the kayaks. They
had chalets amid the palm trees
and lawns. A 4 ft long monitor lizard
stalked across the grass. Bright red
parrots were chipping open coconuts high above. But there were some
chalets right at the water’s edge. I enquired about an
upgrade for our return after the paddling. After checking they said that
there was one free:
the honeymoon
suite. A while later I
went back and enquired whether it
had more than one
bed! It did.

took us out to Biche
village. The village guide asked us to
wait for the formal welcome before
he would show us round. Suddenly
there was some shouting and two
wild natives charged at us waving a
spear and an axe. Then another one
with a bow and arrow. I borrowed his

A motor boat
6

coconut husk wig for a photo. We were
then shown the all-seeing eye, where the shaman
prayed to see from which direction the attackers would
come and the platform where the enemies’ heads would
be stacked. Then we met the three very important men.
Their skulls were displayed in a small cave.
On our return from Biche we had a light lunch. Glistening red shells, cocooning pure white flesh, neatly cut in
half , decorated the plate. We scooped and winkled the
white delicacy and commented on the special treat of
lobster but were told “Its nothing special around here“.
After lunch we paddled out to Mbule, the island with
the crocodile lagoon. Just offshore there was a tiny island which kicked up a big swell. As we paddled past
it a big green roller lifted up and swept underneath
us. A third of the way across the tidal flow was surging
through the gap between the mainland (large island)
and the island and it was a fight to maintain position.
Progress was imperceptible but slowly we made it. We
nosed into the entrance of the shallow lagoon for a welcome rest. Our guide stayed just outside it. We had been
warned of crocodiles here. The lagoon was lovely with
shallow clear water just covering corals and tiny bright
blue fishes darting about.
It slowly drew us in further into the still clear water. Then there was a ripple and another. We went on
full alert but it turned out to be just waves cascading
through a small gap to the outside. Alas, or luckily, there
were no crocodiles to be seen, around here they are
very shy apparently.
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Back to our new local accommodation, Ropiko, run by
an English chap with his wife whom he met here. The
grounds were on a corner of the island with the sea on
two sides and were inundated with orchids. Nestling
among the orchids and palm trees was the wreckage of
a crashed Japanese war plane.
Uepi lay on a reef separating the Marovo lagoon from
the Pacific. Just outside Uepi the water went straight
down for 2 Km. The Marovo Lagoon had applied to be
listed as a world heritage site but, because logging had
clouded the sea water, the award had not been granted. Somewhere about 20 Km to the NE an underwater
volcano exploded regularly. Apparently you can feel the
shock waves in the water. Big fish come cruising through
the narrow gap in the reef. Early one morning the boat
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headed into the lagoon looking
for Manta Rays. The look-out spotted
one and the snorkelers dived into the
8m deep water. The huge Manta was
circling scooping the catch into its
mouth. They held their breath, with
their diving weights holding them on
the bottom, as the 20 ft giant slowly
passed 2ft above them. Neil could
see right into its mouth and the array
of baleen used for filtering the water.
The next day there were five apparently.
Our motor boat zoomed between
10Km of parallel reefs to the passage
and we got into our kayaks. The New
Zealand army had cleared a passage
through some low lying terrain to the
ocean outside the lagoon. Quiet water between walls of green jungle. We
followed the twists and turns. Probed
cracks in the rock walls and pushed
through. Ducked under the overhanging branches of massive trees.
The cliffs rose as we neared the open
ocean. The action of the waves had
cut a deep recess, about 20 ft high, all
along the exposed cliff face. We were
in the wide open space of the Pacific.
And then the thing we had not dared
to hope for: dolphins were playing
in the open water. Just then a motor
boat zoomed along and they disappeared, they came back. Another motor boat and to our frustration they
were gone again. But they appeared
a third time and played under and
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above the water,
but they did not let
us come close. A little later we spotted
a small sea turtle on
the surface, the big
ones dive.
We stopped on a
sandy beach where
the channel entered
the ocean. Neil went
snorkeling. Apparently the divers explore an underwater tunnel here, The
best views were the
steep walls dropping into the depths
with corals and fish.
As he swam along
the dark contours
of a shark loomed
through the water
below him. We drifted back through
the passage with
the incoming tide watching the deep
green slowly slide past us.
Just off the end of the airport runway which is a grass strip, a P38 has
been lying in 8m of water since the
second world war. It appeared almost
intact including its propeller blades.
Several of the major battles of the Pacific took place around the Solomon
islands.

It was shark feeding time. The water
was filled with a multitude of colourful fishes. Some people were watching from beneath the landing stage.
The bits of fish tossed into the water
disappeared in a frenzy of swirling
shark bodies. As Neil arrived late they
stopped the feeding and Neil got
into the water. The feeding frenzy resumed.
The soft seating at Matikuri made a
good look-out over the large expanse
of wooden decking overhanging the
lagoon the view stretching away past
a couple of small islands. Slowly we
sipped the coke and beer that Uepi
had replenished for us earlier in the
day as there were no shops and the
lodges did not keep it. The light was
fading slowly. Bright orange and black
clown fish nestled among a patch of
coral. Around the corner bright blue
starfish stood out among the rocks
in the shallow water. A kingfisher
perched on a branch on the edge of
the decking and every now and again
dived into the water after the small
fishes. Later on fireflies danced in the
darkness. A bat swooped under our
verandah roof and in and out of our
bedrooms.
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It was time to fly home and we headed for the airport. After several hours of waiting in the clammy heat,
with wet shirts sticking to bodies, we were told that the
flight was cancelled, the plane had not come. “But we have
an international connecting flight to catch“. But there was
no plane. The next day we tried again and, after they had
sorted out a computer problem with the cancelled flight
number, we breathed a sigh of relief as we headed from
the Solomon Islands to Brisbane having been assured that
a connecting flight to London had been arranged for us.
In Brisbane we discovered otherwise and, as it was very
late at night, we had to stay a night in Brisbane, where on
the way out I had done my first sky dive from 9000 ft up.
There was a problem, there was an AC/DC rock concert in
town and every hotel including four star was fully booked.
We managed to get the last two beds in a back packers.
The next morning we were lucky, they got us a flight to
London. We settled in greatly relieved, just 32 hours to
London.

BLASTATHON RESULTS
C1

MENS
Lee Royle

16

(Loughborough/KCC)

Simon Knox

32

KCC

Richard Morley

30

KCC

Matt Attree

29

RCC/KCC

Joe Callard

?

PYCC

Ken Pugsley

24

TVF

James Metcalfe

?

RCC

Lee Barry

24

SWINDON CC

Harry Quigley

16

PYCC

Lee Royle

23

Loughborough

Dion

9

RCC

Nick Smailes

19

KCC

Chloe

7

RCC

Nathan

19

KCC

Ellis Floyd

5

RCC

Matt Webb

18

RCC

Don Laines

5

RCC

Seth Townley

17

UEA CC

Rem Coppock

1

RCC

Dave Surman

15

KCC

Dicko

13

RCC

UNDER 18S

Data and positions unavailable for Connor Cox and Louis
Frost (RCC) due to espionage.
LADIES

Doug Johnson People`s Republic of Essex (PRE)
Louise Royle

OPEN BOAT
Alistair Wilson

11
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The Thuli Bheri river lies in the west of Nepal

draining the remote Doplo region. It lasts 120 km and
to reach it requires days of trekking or an aircraft to fly
you in. I’d signed on to paddle this river without really
knowing a huge amount about it. I’d skimmed through
Slimes’ guidebook description and listened to second
hand stories of the river. I knew it was going to be one
of the most challenging paddles I’ve ever attempted but
was sure that it was within my abilities.
What I wasn’t expecting was such a roller coaster ride
of emotions taking me from the lowest lows to the highest of highs.

Turbulence

We’d only been paddling for an hour or so yet
it wouldn’t be long until the afternoon drew
to a close and we would have to pitch camp for the
evening. It had been a long day just getting to the river
and already the rapids had exceeded our expectations.
A long grade four, maybe five, rapid had surprised us
slightly and certainly woken us up. Drop after drop, powering through stoppers and dodging the rocks I desperately tried to spot an eddy to rest in. Time and again water splashed my eyes and as I tried to clear them I hit
another cushion wave and spun off in a direction different to the one I wanted.
Not for the first time I really wished I was in my kayak
rather than swimming.
TRASHER MARCH–JUNE 2010

paddling the Thuli Bheri
by Simon Knox

Rewind

This was the third year that I
had been involved in an Easter
vacation trip. Last year California and before
that India. This year it was Nepal and there was an even
larger group of us going, fifteen in all; a sociable trip for
sure.
The plan was for seven of us to spend the first week
paddling the Thuli Bheri whilst the rest of the group tackled the tamer Bheri. Then for the second week we would
rejoin and paddle the Karnali together before spending
a few days relaxing in Bardia National Park.
Aware that both these rivers would be longer multiday trips than I had ever done before, I used this as an
excuse to go and buy the biggest expedition boat I
could find; all the better to carry all that food and camping gear in.
In the months and weeks leading up to our departure
planning what kit to take became a major pass time as
did trying to put in a bit more effort in to improving my
fitness levels; a lot of cycling, plenty of walking and a bit
less beer, in retrospect I should probably of done more.
With a rain free post Christmas spell restricting the opportunities to practice paddling on white water I realised
that I was looking forward to my white water vacation
more and more.
10

Entry

We flew in to Delhi thinking that travelling overland to Nepal from here would
make things simpler than going to Kathmandu by avoiding having to change planes. In retrospect
this was probably a mistake. The 32 hour bus journey to
Surkhet was agonising and not helped by the 5 hours it
took us to cross the the India/Nepal border, local bureaucracy at its worst.
After a nights rest in Surkhet the Thuli Bheri team headed
to the local airstrip to await our ride. The plan we had chartered to fly us to Juphail was just big enough to fit the seven of us, our boats and bored looking air hostess inside.
The flight was a new experience for me having never
flown in anything smaller that a Boeing 737 before. Nervously I peered out of the windows to see mountains loom-
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That was then. Now
however, I was exhausted. The swim had
sapped my strength and will power. I only made it to
the bank because Mark G chased me down the river and
towed me to an eddy. Something I’m eternally grateful
for. Fortunately my kit was all recovered and most of it
was still dry.
The swim had taken its toll though, both physically
and emotionally. I was broken and the next morning less
than enthusiastic about getting back on the water, however being so remote I had no other option but to get
on with it.

ing above the plane. Just as I got used to this experience
I peered through the cockpit door to see that we were
heading straight towards a cliff face. At the last moment
we rose then fell on to the rough short runway that the cliff
marked the end of. I released the breathe I didn’t realise I’d
been holding.
We could have walked up stream to Dunai to extend
our trip but instead opted to head straight down to the
river and hit the water sooner. This took about 90 minutes
though I was delayed somewhat by the fact that I appeared
to have hired the town drunk rather than a porter to carry
my boat. Once he was replaced things became much easier and soon we had reached the river bank.
We had left the UK on Thursday night and by Sunday afternoon we were on the water.

This jubilation took me a little to close to the edge at
times, on the last major rapid I should probably have taken
heed of the fact that everyone apart from Mark had elected to take the chicken run/portage at the side of the river.
Mark however had different ideas and had set himself
up to take photos of the centre rapid between two large
boulders and was signalling that I should run it. Feeling a
lot more confident I straight lined it, hit the cushion wave
at the top and proceeded to run most of it upside down!

Rapids similar to those I’d swum the previous day
quickly approached and it was all I could do to paddle
them. I was terrified of swimming again to the degree
that in the eddy above the rapid I started trying to vomit
out of fear.
Fortunately I survived, the elation when my roll worked
was quickly tempered by the thought that there was still
four days of this to go.
As the river continued it changed, gaining volume yet
never really dropping below grade four. Still exhausted,
not even the magnificence of the sun drenched Golden
Canyon or the streams of mule trains navigating the riverside path could cheer me up.
Over the next few days I swam four more times. None
were nearly as upsetting as the first and some should
never of happened, tiredness was taking its toll.
Despite my overweight boat and struggling to cope
with the portages that I elected to undertake, I slowly
began to regain my confidence. By the last day on the
river I was truly back in the swing of things, by this time
the water was much larger in volume and I was feeling
much happier tackling the rapids. Thoughts of terror had
left me and the old thrills and jubilation of running rapids had returned.
TRASHER MARCH–JUNE 2010
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Fortunately there was a rather large pool a the bottom
for me to roll up in.
At night we camped where ever we could, from riverside glades to donkey pens and chicken lofts in the
local magistrate’s house! Carrying all our camping and
cooking equipment with us the evening settled in to a
routine of pitching bivi’s, making fires and comparing
dehydrated meals. Usually followed by a conversation
where we rated how well said dehydrated meals passed
through our systems. By the time darkness fell we were
usually tucked up in our sleeping bags trying to get
some rest before we awoke and had to prepare the by
now very familiar porridge for breakfast.
We spent five days on the water, and apart from the
3km portage this was nearly all continuous white water.
I wish I could talk in more detail about the river but it’s all
a bit of a blur, one day merging in to the next. All I know
is that during my time on the water I’d started on a high
of anticipation and excitement that had been quickly
dashed by that first swim. The next few days had pushed
me to my limits and it had only been towards the end
that I managed to pull myself back together.
Despite this it’s an experience I wouldn’t have missed.
Without a doubt the Thuli Bheri is the hardest piece of
paddling I’ve ever attempted and despite the difficulties
I had I’m still extremely pleased to have completed it.

Exit

Of course the river wasn’t the end of the
story. We weren’t 100% sure where we should
be getting out. The consensus was that the
road-head was at Ramnaghat and our intention was to get
out near the road and catch a bus out.
As it was we couldn’t find the road here and eventually
picked it up just down stream at Jajarkot, unfortunately
we were too late to catch a bus and ended up spending
the evening camping on the balcony of the friendly local
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magistrate’s house. Next day after being fed by the friendly
locals we caught the bus - what ever terror I’d felt on the
river paled in comparison to this journey.
The road was rough, the bus bounced around and tilted
at disturbing angles often over the edge of cliffs that fell
hundreds of feet to the river. To add to the fun we were sitting on the roof. Five hours of shear terror were endured.
The bus was supposed to take us to Devisthal from
where we would catch another
bus to Surkhet. As it was we had
to change once, the bus got stuck
in sand and had to be pushed out
and to top it all the road stopped
3km from Devisthal on the wrong
side of the river; the road bridge
had yet to be built. Porters were
hired to carry our boats across the
rope bridge and up to Devisthal
where we chartered a private bus
to complete our journey.
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Comedown

We thought we would be
late to Surkhet, as it was the
group who paddled the Bheri had their
own issues and we arrived within an hour of each other.
Now reunited our two groups headed off to paddle
the Karnali. The guidebook puts this as grade 4, and the
first half of the river certainly contains a large number of
entertaining rapids that meet this description. The second half is pretty much flat.
Coming after the Thuli Bheri the Karnali was a much
tamer experience. The rapids though big were in no way
intimidating and our extended group seemed to enjoy
every minute of them.
The river was almost 200km long and we intended to
do it over five days, raft trips do it in seven or eight, as it
was we completed it in three. It’s a story in itself, but one
that will have to told another time.

Relaxation

The Thuli Bheri had taken
me, chewed me up and
spat me out. The Karnali had
given me time to recover my sense of inner being
but it was the next three days spent at Bardia National Park
where we really got the chance to relax. Elephant watching, beer drinking, safari, beer drinking and elephant riding
followed by a spot of beer drinking, this time gave us all a
break.
On the final night the local villagers came along to demonstrate the local folk dancing. Unfortunately we were then

Lessons

Looking back at the trip several
weeks later there are several lessons
I think I’ve learnt;

1. No matter how light you think you’ve packed, you can
still loose something (however this doesn’t include the coffee maker).
2. Living rough without road support is tough. The basics
of living day to day become tiring by themselves. A certain
level of fitness is required to do this and run the river day
after day. A level that I hadn’t obtained for this trip.
3. Make sure your familiar with your kit. Not being 100%
comfortable with my boat, whilst not being the cause of
some of my problems, certainly didn’t help.
4. No matter how tough things get and how low you
feel, you can bounce back. And you’ll know better for next
time.
Reading back through this it sounds like I hated every
minute of the Thuli Bheri which isn’t the case at all. The
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supposed to demonstrate some traditional British dancing
and singing. None of us being Morris Dancers we had to
fall back on Auld Lang Syne and a dance that resembled
the hockey cokey.
Eventually though we had to steel ourselves for the bus
journey back to Dehli. Another 24 hours on the bus complete with farcical border crossings was further enhanced
by the news that the Icelandic volcano called Eyjafjallajokull
had shut down all flights into Europe. At first we thought it
was a joke, seven days later still stuck in Delhi it had worn
a bit thin.

Thuli Bheri and Nepal in general is a magnificent place. In
addition to the river the landscape, the people, the wildlife
all provided me with an experience I’m not going to forget
in a hurry.
Despite finding the time paddling the Thuli extremely
hard going at times I find myself looking back on the place
with fondness. It was challenging, but that’s not a bad
thing.

Finally…

Thanks to Mark Rainsley,
Simon Wiles, Mark Grawler,
Matt Brook, Kevin Francis and
Jim Green for not giving up and abandoning me
to the donkeys.

words and pictures:
Simon Knox
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GOOD AND BAD NEWS FROM THE NORTH
which starts at Watford for some (see signs on the M1)
Martyn Green

Favourite tea shop rises from the
ashes
Club members of a certain vintage will have memories of the
Spean Bridge Woollen Mill tea shop and comfort facilities.
Strategically placed on the banks of the Spean, the car-park
is the get in point for the classic paddle down the forbidding
Spean Gorge – the scene of more than one Kingfisher epic
in the days of yore (long boats) and takes in passing under
the historic high bridge, the Fairy Steps, the constriction and
perhaps the original ‘headbanger’. Less paddled in more recent years, the gorge is worth doing if only to see how the
character of a river can be changed by the effects of an ice
dam: the gorge was scoured out by melt water escaping under the glacier dam from the huge lake whose shorelines are
still visible as the ‘Parallel Roads’ of Glen Roy.
The Woollen Mill car-park is also the get-out point for a much
gentler trip down the middle Spean which is a good warm
down after running the Roy itself. The Car-Park was a scene
for a legendary meeting between the MD of Oxon Tours and
a coach full of American Tour Operators (ATOs). The MD, a
well-known KCC paddler, had just emerged, dripping-wet
with a kayak on his shoulder from the river-bank shrubbery
as the gaggle of ATOs were returning to their coach after partaking of traditional Scottish Goodies in the tea-shop. The
rest has become a KCC legend as Dave launched in his sales
patter and apologised for not having any business cards
about his wet-suit.
However, enough of history and back to the good news.
Some 15 months ago in January 2009, the Woollen Mill was
gutted by an intense fire which destroyed the shop, the tea
shop and the whisky centre. But a full restoration project
was soon underway and, in April this year, Father Tom Wynne, Brae Lochaber priest, cut the ribbon to re-open the centre. So folks, coffee and black bun can be enjoyed again after
your paddle on the Spean and you can warm yourself using
the hot-air hand driers in the toilets.

Less good news – well bad news
One of the great finds of the early KCC trips to Scotland was
the upper river Fecklin, a river high up in the hills to the south
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of Loch Ness. We discovered it by word of mouth, just as
we had the Roy, from itinerant kayakers met in pubs and on
the road side (hint: be kind to hitching-hiking kayakers – you
sometimes hit gold). The Fecklin provided wonderful runs,
interesting swims, rope rescues and gruelling walk offs for
several years until the Eco-Warriors arrived with plans for
more hydro-schemes – since when the river is a shadow of
its former self but still a pleasant-enough paddle.
The same fate is now threatened for the river Falloch. This
river runs into the head of Loch Lomond having tumbled
down alongside and under the A82 between Crianlarich
and Inverarnan. I have never run the Falloch but, like many
other KCC members, I would break off from the frantic drive
south, at the end of the allotted white-water week, to stare at
the seething white-water and mutter “one day, when I have
more time”. Well that time is running out folks – not one,
not two, not three but four hydro-schemes have received
planning permission on this river and its tributaries (Allt
Fionn, Ben Glas and Derrydarroch) with a combined power
potential of over 6 mega watts. Great for renewable energy
but it is another water system compromised for kayakers: I
guess the best we can hope for is a play wave at the outfall!. See ‘You Tube’ for videos (http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mWlEbmDXSwI)
Later note. As I drove south after the May Bank Holiday weekend, I noticed that work has already begun around the Falls.

JJs – Fort William style.
In or around Fort William and need a substantial breakfast or
soup and a filled-roll for lunch? Try JJs at the Lochy Bridge.
As you leave Fort William on the A82 towards Inverness, turn
left at the mini-roundabout just before the BP station and opposite the Ben Nevis Distillery, signposted to Mallaig. Once
across the River Lochy, take the first left and the first left again
into a large Car Park – JJs is in the far corner.

More good news – this time from
God’s own county, Yorkshire.
Access to and from the river Ure in Ripon, my home city, has
been a problem ever since I can remember (and that is going back more than half a century) – even in my youth the
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fishermen and other river users did not see eye to eye. It is,
therefore, good to report that local canoeists have now purchased a plot of land adjacent to North Bridge with access
to the river – see http://www.yorcie.org.uk/ripon/. However,
like all such ventures, they need money and are seeking donations. As a native of Ripon and a long-in-the-tooth canoeists, I have already made a donation: I wonder if KCC would
also like to contribute?
To wet your appetite, the words below from local paddlers,
one the BCU Access Officer (and perhaps know to Tony
Wilkins and Colin Litton) describe the river. I also attach the
access agreement for Hack Falls.
Hi Martyn
Many thanks for your support. I am pleased that other people also share in our vision. The Ure is a beautiful river. The
trip downstream from Ripon is one that I personally would
love to do in open canoes, and I intend to do so after 15th
June and write up as canoe trail. It should make a very leisurely weekend cruise overnighting around Linton and finishing in York.
The white-water section from Hack Falls to Sleningford has
traditionally had fewer conflicts with fisherman and is a trip
that my own club often paddle.
I have passed your name on to our local access officer who
should be in touch with you.
Regards
Kate Wright
Asst Secretary
Yorkshire Region

stretch now paddled is either from Mickley, or from Black
Robin Beck just above Hack Falls, down to Sleningford Watermill caravan and camping site at West Tanfield, which stretch
has for many years had the benefit of an access agreement
thanks to an enlightened couple of landowners. The stretch
down from Mickley is fine for kayaks and, provided there is a
drop of water in the river, also fine for canadians.
The stretch from Tanfield to Ripon, with some water in the
river, is an excellent canadian or low level kayak paddle, albeit there is no access agreement and one or two difficult anti
canoeing interests. Downstream from the conflence of the
Ripon canal, to Boroughbridge, Linton and York, is of course
a navigation and no problem.
At West Tanfield there is an excellent camping and caravan
site called Sleningford Watermill (have a look at its website)
which became such years ago as a result of our club running
ranking slaloms on the adjacent rapid, and the farmer seeing
the potential to make money ! There is also a caravan and
camping site in Ripon close to the A61 road bridge
On the Ripon land you refer to, at the moment we are keeping
our heads down on that while we complete related enquiries,
but I was pleased with your offer to make a small donation to
assist - thank you.
I hope the above is helpful as a starter Martyn, and I’ll also
attach a copy of the current access agreement for Hack falls
down to Sleningford Mill. Please let me know if I can help further - my contact details are on the access agreement so feel
free to give me a ring, or email if I can help further.
Regards
Ken Harrap

Dear Martyn,

Some videos on You Tube http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hwuXl_ejPYU .

Rob Wright copied Ure email to me (sorry I could’nt resist that
!) and asked me to let you have some info on the river Ure.

Good old boats

Interesting that you grew up in Ripon and now live in Abingdon - I started paddling when I was about 11 and from that
time, in the mid to late 50’s, became involved in the then newly formed Wakefield based West Yorks CC which still thrives
today. from that time we used to have weekend camps /
white water weekends in Ripon, camping on the riverbank
adjacent to Duffields sawmills at the top of River View Road,
by the A61 road bridge, and usually paddling the Masham to
Tanfield and Tanfield to Ripon stretches. At that time, Duffields also used to hire out punts on the river which we also
used to enjoy!

Observed on two occasions on the M6. – A modern 4 by 4
(Discovery or similar) with four robust and roomy short boats
on the roof – a Bubble, two Toppos and a creek boat of some
kind. Must go foraging in the garden to find my toppo and
see if it still floats.
Perhaps it will appear on the river if the sun comes out.
Martyn Green

For more years than I care to think about, I’ve been the BCU
access adviser for the Ure and so can help you. The main
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ABINGDON
WATERSPORTS
DAY 2010

Saturday 22nd May was the date for the second annual Abingdon Watersports Day, when the rowing club, sailing club, and KCC/PYCC
get together to offer taster sessions in their respective sports.
The day was a scorcher which no doubt brought a lot of people out.
We had 63 people out in open boats over the course of the day, who
were taken for a loop round the Ock by Alastair and Neil, and a further 43
people in kayaks.
A great day was had by all, we had a lot of interest in the club and
everyone had fun. A great way to promote watersports in Abingdon and
foster relations between the clubs. Thanks to all who helped!
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